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The agricultural expansion frontier in Ecuador is mainly attributed to the deforestation process.
Exacerbated rates of forest loss have been motivated more significant impacts in the territory,
even negatively affecting the new uses of land, agriculture, and livestock. Climatic conditions have
been changing in larger deforested areas, increasing landslides, floods, water level rise, and
drought. This work aims to go deeper in understanding the deforestation process patterns by
analyzing the structure of the expansion at the patch level.
We used the concept of patch skeletons and the Local connected fractal analysis (LCFA) through its
temporal dynamics to identify complex hotspots inside the new agricultural areas. The K-means
algorithm was used to perform LCFA segmentation and colouring to identify the complex intensity
of the deforestation structure. This may indicate active expansion areas associated with high
risked areas to perform agriculture and livestock systems because of high ecosystem dynamics
recovery.
Hot spotting derived from the fractal analysis and k-means clustering not only serves for
reforestation but will also lead to decision-makers for monitoring other associated environmental
impacts. Most of the deforested areas in Ecuador after 5 to 7 years in agriculture were abandoned
because of the nutrient loss and agricultural failure activities because of feeble farming systems
infrastructure. LCFA and colouring communicate in a straightforward spatially explicit visualization
strategy the hot spot method to geographically allocate the complex points of the deforested
structure of the patches.
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